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1-  I can jump _________    _________ 

2-  It's ________    ___________ 

3- Long age people measured with ___________ 

4-  There are 100 centimetres  in ____________ 

5-  This line is 1 _____________  _________ 

6- We use metres to measure _______  ________ 

7-  I bought ________  __________ 

8-  She ate ____________   _____________ 

9- Ants carry their food home following 

 thier _________    ______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete the sentences using one word: 
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Complete the sentences: 

1-  All spiders make __________ 

2-  All insects have __________   __________ 

3- Some insects have _________ 

4-  All insects have ________   _______ 

5-  Insects don't have ____________ 

6-  At night a butterfly sleeps ________   _________ 

7- Flies have ______  _________ 

8-  Big spiders eat ____________ 

9-  Some ants build home under the ____________ 

10- Most crickets don't ____________ 
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Complete the sentences: 

11- Bees are __________    _____________ 

12- Bees make ____________ 

13- People use silk to make ______________ 

14- Crickets sing by rubbing their ___________ 

15- A cricket hasn't got _____________ 

16- A butterfly hasn't got ______________ 

17- A butterfly tastes food with it's __________ 

18- Ants use the antennae to __________ 

19- The ant is __________   ________ 

20- Spiders have more than _________  _________ 
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Complete the sentences: 

21- Spiders can _______________ 

22- Butterflies use their feet to _______  _________ 

23- Butterflies are _________  __________ 

24- The book is 10 ____________  _________ 

25- The chair is 20 _________   ________ 

26- You mustn’t drop the litter on the _____________ 

27- You mustn’t fish in the ____________ 

28- Some trees grow nuts that we can _________ 

29- Lets buy __________   _________  

30- Trees have green _____________ 
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Complete the sentences: 

31 – Trees give us ________  _______   __________ 

32- Roots reach down in to the ____________ 

33- The roots ___________   _____________ 

34- The roots hold the _____________ 

35- cycling means ________   ___________ 

36- This sign means ______    __________ 

37- This sign means  ________    __________ 

38- people use the wood to ________   ________          

and to ___________    ___________ 

39- In the park you can  __________   ___________ 
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Complete the sentences: 

40 – You mustn't walk on ____________ 

41- Some trees give us ____________ 

42- Some trees give us ____________ 

43- A factory uses old paper to make _______   _______ 

44- Don't ________   _________ 

45- Figs, lychees  and watermelons are ___________ 

46- carrots and onions are ______________ 

47- You must _________   __________ 

48 – The signs tell you the ___________ 

49- To safe the trees we can __________     ___________ 
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Read  and circle the correct answer: 

Look ! that  1. are / is our garden. Can you see it? 

There 2. are / is many insects in our garden. 

 Crickets 3. is / are one of the loudest insects. They  

4. has / have two wings. They 5. can/ must sing by 

rubbing their wings together.  

6. do/ does you know that other crickets understand 

their songs? 
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Read  and circle the correct answer: 

Butterflies 1. is/ are quiet insects. They 2. don't / 

doesn't make noise. They 3. has/ have colorful wings. 

Do you know how many wings 4. do/ does a butterfly 

have? A butterfly has two wings.  

A butterfly goes under 5. a / an leaf, when it rains. 

The leaf is like 6. a/ an umbrella. The butterfly stays 

safe and dry.   

7.do/ does they bite? No, butterflies 8.do/ don't bite. 
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Read  and circle the correct answer: 

All over the world people 1.is /are cutting down 

trees. We can help to save trees. We can plant new 

trees. 2.do/does you want to plant a tree? 

You 3.can/ must dig a hole. Then, put the seeds in 

the hole. Fill the hole with the soil and water.  

4.what / which tree do you like to grow, oranges 

 5.or / and lemons ? 
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Read  and circle the correct answer: 

This is my grandma's garden. She 1.was/ were born in 

1945. She grew food in the garden. Now many trees 

grow in the garden. 2.This/ These is an apple tree . 

3.that/ those are mango trees, over there. And we 

have many 4.plant/ plants here. 5.This/ These are 

carrot plants. Every day We pick 6.a / some grapes 

and 7.a / some vegetables from the trees. 

 8.would / will you like some? 
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Read  and circle the correct answer: 

1.This/ These park looks great. You 2.can / must play 

and run in it. It is a good place for flying kites.  

3.that/ those people are flying kites. The park 4.has / 

have many 5.rule/ rules . You 6.can/ must put your 

litter in the bin, you mustn't leave it 7. on/ in the grass. 

You mustn't 8.fish / fishing in the pond. The  sign says 

"No 9.fishing /fish". 
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Answer the questions: 

1- What time is it ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

2-How did people measure long ago ?  

____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

3- How long is your pencil ? 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

4- What did you eat this morning ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

5- What did you drink this morning ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

6- Is the elephant loud or quiet ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 
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Answer the questions: 

7- How many legs does an insect have ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

8- How are spiders and ants the same ( similar ) ?  

 

____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

9- How are crickets and spiders different ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

10- What does a cricket look like ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 
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Answer the questions: 

11-How do crickets move ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

12 –How do crickets communicate ?  

 ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

13- Where do spiders live  ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

14- How does a cricket hear  ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

15- How do ants communicate  ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

16- Where do ants live ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 
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Answer the questions: 

17 –How are insects and spiders the same  ? 

 ________________________________________________________________________________

__________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

__________ 

18-What do crickets eat ? 

 _________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

19-  How does a cricket sing ? 

 __________________________________________________________________________________

________ 

20 –What does a butterfly do at night? 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

21 –How do insects smell  ? 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

_______ 
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Answer the questions: 

22-What mustn’t you do  ? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________

_____________ 

23- What will you do to save trees ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________

______________ 

24-What can you do in a park ? 

 _________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

25 –What are these  ? 

 ________________________________________________________________________________

__________ 

26 –What must you do  ? 

 

________________________________________________________________________________

__________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

__________ 
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Answer the questions: 

27-Where is the spider ? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________

_____________ 

28-where are the ants ? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________

______________ 

29-Where is the butterfly ? 

 __________________________________________________________________

________________________ 
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One day a lion was sleeping and a mouse was playing 

nearby. Little mouse began running up and down on the lion. 

The lion waked up , he was angry and he caught the mouse 

and said " why you wake me up? I will eat you " 

The mouse was scared, he said " Don't eat me please. I will 

help you one day " . The lion let the mouse go.  

Few days after, the lion was walking and he fell inside a 

hunter's net. He roared " help me !" said the lion . the mouse 

heard the lion and said " I will save you "  . he gathered all his 

friends, they cut the net and the lion was free. The lion 

thanked the mouse and from that day, they became best 

friends. 

1- The lion was playing                                           true       false 

2- The lion was angry and caught the mouse     true     false 

3- The mouse fell in the net                                    true      false  

4- The mouse and his friends helped the lion       true      false 

 

Choose true or false: 
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One day an elephant wanted to have a friend. He saw a 

monkey on a tree "will you be my friend ?" asked the 

elephant. The monkey said " you are too big. You can't 

swing from trees like me ." , Next the elephant met a rabbit. 

He asked him to be his friend. But the rabbit said " you are 

too big to play in my burrow!" . then the elephant met a 

frog. " will you be my friend?" he asked. "How can I? " asked 

The frog . " you are too big to leap about like me." 

The elephant was upset. He met a fox next.  " will you be 

my friend? " he asked the fox. The fox said " sorry, you are 

too big" . The next day the elephant saw all the animals 

running and hiding . there was a tiger eating everything . 

the elephant kicked the tiger. The tiger ran for his life. 

All the animals thanked the elephant, they said " you are 

just the right size to be our friend" 
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1- The elephant was looking for a friend     true       false  

2- The elephant was upset                            true        false 

3-  The tiger kicked the elephant                 true        false 

4- The elephant save all the animals           true       false 

Choose true or false : 
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An old crow is looking for water to drink. He sees a hole in the 

ground. At the bottom of the hole, there is some water!  

The crow can't reach the water . the crow thinks and thinks. 

" I know what to do !" he says . there are lots of little stones on 

the ground . the crow throws a stone in the hole . he throws 

lots of stones in the hole.  

Slowly, the hole fills with stones. The water in the hole gets 

higher and higher . 

Finally, the crow can reach the water. He drinks and drinks.  

1- The old crow was hungry                      true          false  

2- The crow sees a hole in the ground    true           false 

3- The hole fills with soil                              true           false  

4- The crow was clever                             true           false  

 

Choose true or false: 
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